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A B S T R A C T   

WAVEWATCH III has been equipped with a new parallelization algorithm, domain decomposition and an 
optional implicit numerical scheme for coastal application at high spatial resolution with triangular unstructured 
grids, compatible with community-based coupling infrastructure. We performed a validation study for Hurricane 
Ike (2008) to prove the accuracy of the updated model against satellite altimeter data and buoy observations on 
various grids, forced by two sophisticated atmospheric models for hurricane simulation, using different solution 
schemes and parallelization algorithms. The new implementations for triangular grids are computationally 
efficient and scalable to be run on a large number of computational nodes, which constitutes a major break-
through in the context of increasing needs for high-resolution nearshore wave modeling, making WAVEWATCH 
III (WW3) a powerful tool to simulate the sea state in the nearshore at high resolution and study wave-surge 
interactions in inner shelf regions.   

1. Introduction 

WW3 is a major spectral wave modeling system known for its 
applicability in large-scale modeling of sea states and wave climate from 
large rectilinear grids offshore to high-resolution unstructured grids in 
coastal zones (WW3DG, 2019). WW3 is widely applied in operational, 
research and engineering arenas. The model was initially designed for a 
global regular grid and later was extended to the multi-grid, the 
Spherical Multiple-Cell (SMC) and unstructured triangular grids for 
applications in nearshore waters. With the multi-grid capabilities, 
various rectilinear grids are nested internally to represent the offshore 
domain with a less computationally expensive coarse grid while the 
nearshore is run at a high-resolution (Tolman, 2008). The unstructured 
SMC grid was implemented in the WW3 model to overcome the polar 
problems, achieve enough resolution near the coast and improve 
computational time (Li, 2012). Introducing the unstructured triangular 
grids in the model avoid the complications in the multi-grid at the same 

time resolving complex shorelines. Studies have shown improvement in 
the accuracy of the model due to better representation of geometrical 
features (i.e., shoreline), forcing conditions and physics parameteriza-
tion. As the grid resolution becomes finer, more sophisticated numerical 
schemes than CFL dependent explicit solvers which are governed by the 
minimum grid size are required. Thus, the unstructured grids require 
optimization to avoid computational slow down with an explicit solver 
or a robust numerical solver (i.e., implicit) to handle small grid ele-
ments. In addition and due to the increase demands for larger grids, 
parallelization in HPC environments requires substantial improvements 
to manage memory, load distribution and input/output (I/O). 

Over the last decade, various numerical schemes have been added to 
WW3 to allow for the integration of the model over unstructured meshes 
(WW3DG, 2019). Due to the scalability of the structured grid on a large 
number of computational cores, it has been used in forecast operation 
for a long time at the National Center for Environmental Prediction 
(NCEP), National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA). In 
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addition, the implemented solvers in WW3 are based on explicit 
schemes, providing robustness and stability for the model, required for 
operational environments. However, such explicit solvers have re-
strictions, such as the number of grid points and minimum grid resolu-
tion, limiting further model development. Solving the equations with 
explicit schemes in WW3 on triangular unstructured grids requires a 
trade off between spatial resolution and computational resources. For 

operational applications, this limits the resolution to about 200 m in 
coastal waters (NOAA ESTOFS Atlantic Storm Surge Model Guidance). 
In addition, increasing the grid resolution in coastal areas, where most of 
wave transformation takes place, leads to a significant decrease in time 
step and subsequent reduction in performance. 

The downscaling problem and the discretization of coastal areas, 
which are fractal geometries, was already recognized by Benoit et al. 

Fig. 1. Numerical domain extents and observations 
for the east coast of the United States: a structured 
grid with 1/12 ∘ resolution (red); EC2001 unstruc-
tured grid (blue); and HSSOFS unstructured grid 
(black); The dashed lines show the open boundaries 
and Hurricane Ike best track and time tags are shown 
by magenta. NDBC buoy locations are shown in 
entire domain. The zoom in window shows point 
source observations near hurricane landfall; NDBC 
buoys equipped with meteorological and directional 
wave sensors and quick deployed wave gauges 
(R–Z). (For interpretation of the references to color 
in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the 
Web version of this article.)   

Fig. 2. Satellite altimeters with track date within numerical domains for the east coast of the United States: a structured grid with 1/12 ∘ resolution (red); EC2001 
unstructured grid (blue); and HSSOFS unstructured grid (black); The dashed lines show the open boundaries and Hurricane Ike best track is shown by magenta. (For 
interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.) 
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(1997) in the TOMAWAC model. The implemented scheme in the 
aforementioned model utilizes an semi-lagrangian approach, with its 
benefits and drawbacks (see e.g. Roland (2009)). Following Benoit et al. 
(1997), Liau (2001) developed the 1st version of the so-called Wind 
Wave Model, which utilizes implicit schemes on unstructured grids 
based on Crank-Nicholson Taylor Galerkin methods, within a fractional 
step approach as used in WW3 for structured grids. The validation study 
of this work was published in Hsu et al. (2005) and furthermore Roland 
et al. (2005). In this way the 1st implementation of unstructured grid 
schemes for the Wave Action Equation (WAE), applying implicit 
schemes, was presented in Liau (2001). Independently, Sørensen et al. 
(2005) implemented explicit unstructured grid methods based on the 
Finite Volume approach into the MIKE21 system based on a local time 
stepping scheme in order to circumvent the severe time step constraint 
given by the CFL number. Later on, Roland et al. (2006) and Zanke et al. 
(2006) introduced the framework of fluctuation splitting methods for 
the WAE and further developed the WWM, which ultimately led to the 
development of the WWM-II in Roland et al. (2008). This work incor-
porated and validated explicit and implicit fluctuation splitting schemes 

for the WAE. The WWM-II was further developed and coupled with 2D 
and 3D flow in Roland et al. (2012), where the schemes have been 
parallelized within the domain decomposition technique. At the same 
time, similar efforts have been undertaken by Zijlema (2009), where the 
structured scheme of Simulating Waves Nearshore Model (SWAN), 
which is fully implicit and does not rely on any kind of splitting of the 
equations, was reformulated in terms of triangular unstructured grids in 
geographical space. The SWAN model was further coupled with 
ADvanced CIRCulation model (ADCIRC, Luettich et al., 1992) and tested 
for Hurricane Ike, 2008 (Hope et al., 2013). The scalability of SWAN 
model has been demonstrated to þ9000 computational cores using a 
domain decomposition algorithm (Dietrich et al., 2012). 

Numerical modeling of coastal circulation and storm surge, espe-
cially near urbanized areas, has gained attention due to the increase in 
frequency and destructiveness of severe events (e.g., Hurricanes Katrina, 
Ike, Sandy, Irma and Maria). Advanced models of wind, waves and surge 
are required to resolve the physics properly, considering small-scale 
geometries (e20–50 m), high-resolution hydrodynamic, atmospheric 
forces and physical properties (bed and vegetation roughness). Recent 

Fig. 3. Topo-bathymetric data (a) and grid resolutions for three grids with a closer view at Hurricane Ike landfall location, Gallveston, TX: Structured grid with 1/12∘ 

resolution (variable resolution in km) (b); Unstructured grid EC2001 with e250 � 103 nodes (c); Unstructured grid HSSOFS with e1.8 � 106 nodes with inundation 
extent up to þ10 m MSL (d). 
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advances in coastal circulation shed light on the need to incorporate 
wave-surge coupling in nearshore regions. Incorporation of water level 
and current fields from a surge model in the intertidal/littoral zone 
together with better resolution of the nearshore bathymetry and wave 
processes clearly improves the modeled wave field due to their signifi-
cant role in wave breaking, refraction, shoaling and reflection Ardhuin 
et al. (2009); Mao et al. (2016); Mao and Xia (2017). This problem is 
more complicated when the model is coupled with atmospheric and 
ocean circulation models, requiring compatibility with community 
based coupling infrastructures. Due to the limits in computational re-
sources, proper core/memory allocations should be implemented to 
achieve the optimum efficiency. There are two solutions within a 
coupled infrastructure to optimize High Performance Computing (HPC), 
allocating more computational cores to a slow model or improving the 
performance of the slower model to balance loading. It is known that 

ocean circulation models such as Finite-Volume Coastal Ocean circula-
tion Model (FVCOM, Chen et al., 2013) and ADCIRC, which solve 
nonlinear shallow-water equations, are comparatively faster than 
spectral wave models like WW3. However, the coupled system requires 
simultaneous simulation and information exchange between the wind 
wave and ocean circulation models. This compels us to improve the 
numerical approach in the wave model following the work of Roland 
et al. (2012). In this regard, we have implemented a new domain 
decomposition algorithm in WW3, which allows us to distribute the 
workload to a large number of computational nodes efficiently in 
massively parallel environments, overcoming the scalability problem. 
As a result, high-resolution unstructured grids on supercomputers with 
millions of grid cells are now possible. Moreover, taking advantage of 
the new implementations for coupling with other models, WW3 is 
modified to operate within the National Unified Operational Prediction 

Fig. 4. Schematic view of card deck (top row) vs. domain decomposition (bottom row) approaches implemented in WW3 on 720 computational node with colors 
representing computational cores allocated to grid nodes; card deck for a structured grid (1/12 ∘) (a) and an unstructured grid (HSSOFS with � 1.8M nodes) (b); 
domain decomposition for unstructured grid EC2001 with � 250k nodes (c) and HSSOFS grid (d). (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, 
the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.) 
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Capability (NUOPC) framework (Moghimi et al., 2019), which in turn is 
based on the Earth Systems Modeling Framework (ESMF) (Theurich 
et al., 2016). 

Unlike explicit schemes, a newly implemented implicit scheme al-
lows us to refine the nearshore region down to street level resolution (e
10 � 50 m), giving us an opportunity to resolve nearshore physics via 
dynamic interactions between multiple models, leading to more accu-
rate model outputs (WW3DG, 2019). This scheme integrates the wave 
action balance equation efficiently in time, and solves all propagation 
dimensions without any splitting between the various dimensions. This 
new scheme integrates the source terms directly using a block 
Gauss-Seidel solver and linearizes them based on Patankar rules or 
simple Picard iteration, thus avoiding splitting errors in the fractional 
step method. Therefore, the model can resolve offshore and nearshore 
physics at once with larger dynamically adjusted time steps compared to 
the time steps for explicit schemes which are limited by the Courant 
number (see WW3DG (2019) for more details). 

In this work, we have performed a validation study that compares the 
wave model results using the implicit scheme on various unstructured 
grids (e2 km and e200 m resolutions near the US East Coast) with 
adequate eastward extent, allowing for appropriate generation of hur-
ricane waves from winds over a large region, with the results using a 
regular grid with e10 km spatial resolution, as well as with the results of 
the default explicit splitting scheme. The extreme conditions during 
Hurricane Ike, which made landfall at Galveston, Texas, allows us to 

evaluate the model capabilities in detail. The model results are 
compared with satellite altimeter data for significant wave height, with 
buoy observations from the National Data Buoy Center observatories 
(NDBC buoys) operated by NOAA and with quick deployed gauges in 
shallow regions, e10 m depth, near the hurricane landfall (Kennedy 
et al., 2010a). The validation results for the investigated scales show 
identical results between implicit and explicit methods on unstructured 
and structured grids in deep water, and superior results from the implicit 
scheme in nearshore regions where the structured grid does not resolve 
the coastline and geographical features properly. WW3 performance as 
analyzed in this manuscript with different combinations of paralleliza-
tion algorithms and numerical solvers highlights the superiority of each 
of the aforementioned combinations in term of efficiency and accuracy 
for the minimum resolution and size of unstructured grids. 

This paper is arranged as follows. Section 2 provides a brief overview 
of the case study, Hurricane Ike. Section 3 describes the point source and 
satellite observations for model verification. The characteristics of 
model grids, including a structured and two unstructured grids, are 
described in Section 4. In Section 5, we describe the new numerical 
solvers and parallelization algorithm in the wave model. Section 6 de-
scribes atmospheric forcing, Oceanweather Inc. (OWI) and the Hurri-
cane Weather Research and Forecasting (HWRF) model, validation and 
statistical analysis. A detailed description of WW3 sensitivity to atmo-
spheric forcing, grid resolution, numerical schemes, parallelization 
methodologies, time stepping, model performance and scalability 

Fig. 5. Atmospheric Model validation at the NDBC buoy locations, OWI (blue) and HWRF (red) versus observations (black): (a) Wind speed (b) Wind direction. All 
model configurations and results are pre-decisional and for official use only. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the 
Web version of this article.) 
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analysis are given in Section 7. Concluding remarks are provided in 
Section 8. 

2. Case study 

The case study is Hurricane Ike (September 2008), the ninth tropical 
storm, fifth hurricane, and third major hurricane of the 2008 Atlantic 
hurricane season in the U.S. The genesis of Hurricane Ike formed on the 
west coast of Africa on August 28, and swept westward through portions 

of the Greater Antilles and North America with significant impact on 
Cuba. Its wind speed and pressure reached e 65 m/s and 935 mb on 
September 4th. It strengthened to a peak intensity through the Gulf of 
Mexico and made its final landfall east of Galveston, Texas, on 
September 13th (Berg, 2009). The maximum surge of 5.3 m was 
observed at the landfall region (Chambers County, TX). The Hurricane 
Ike best track with time tag is shown in Fig. 1. The maximum observed 
waves within the Gulf of Mexico reached e a significant height of 9.3 m 
at NDBC #42001 on September 11 at 6 PM UTC, a few hours before the 

Fig. 6. Linear regression comparison between in-situ data collected at buoy locations and OWI (a), HWRF coupled to the HYCOM, with 3DVar data assimilation and 
forced with initial and boundary conditions provided by the GFS model (b), WW3 forced by OWI (c) and WW3 forced by HWRF (d) models. The linear regression and 
model skills are shown in each subplot. The wave scatters are divided into offshore NDBC data (dark blue) and nearshore quick deployed gauges data (light blue). All 
model configurations and results are pre-decisional and for official use only. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the 
Web version of this article.) 
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hurricane eye passed over it. At NDBC gauges closer to the coast and on 
the east side of hurricane track, waves reached e 8 m at noon September 
11th, while on the west side of the hurricane track, maximum wave 
heights of 6–8 m were captured early on September 13th. The WW3 
model simulations, which are in good agreement with NDBC buoys, 
show near 14 m waves along the hurricane track and in mid-Gulf on 
September 12th. At quick deployed nearshore gauges (Kennedy et al., 
2010a), the waves reached e4.5 m and e6 m on the east and west sides of 
hurricane track, respectively. These gauges were located at the depth of 
e10 m. These large nearshore waves occurred at larger water depths due 
to the superposition of the forerunner and the following surge. The peak 
period of observed waves was about 15 s at most of wave observations. 
Hurricane Ike’s wide wind field together with the broad shelf and 
geographical features of the Louisiana-Texas regions led to generation of 
significant wave and surge fields that impacted over 1000 km of coast-
line. Total property damage to Cuba, the Bahamas and other Caribbean 
islands was about $37:6 billion and $34:8 billion in Texas, Louisiana, 
and Arkansas. Ike was directly responsible for 103 and indirectly for 64 
deaths in Texas (Brown et al., 2010). 

3. Observations 

The accuracy of the atmospheric and wave models is quantified at 
stationary and scattered observations: 

3.1. Point source observations 

Time series of wind speed, wind direction, significant wave height 
(Hs), peak period (Tp) and mean wave direction are compared at NDBC 
buoys located within the Gulf of Mexico where meteorological and wave 
parameters are collected. In addition, significant wave height and peak 
period are measured at eight quick deployed gauges, deployed prior to 
hurricane landfall near Galveston, TX (Kennedy et al., 2010b). The co-
ordinates of NDBC buoys and temporary gauges are shown in Fig. 1. 

3.2. Satellite data 

In this study, post-processed satellite altimeter data (wind speed and 
significant wave height), collected by five altimeter missions (ERS2, 
ENVISAT, JASON1,GEOSAT Follow On and JASON2) are used. Correc-
tion algorithms are applied for individual altimeter raw data based on its 
specific criteria (Queffeulou and Croiz �e Fillon, 2012). For wind speed, 
the calibrated values of normalized backscatter from satellite altimeters 
(sigma0) and buoy comparison are used for correction (Abdalla, 2012). 
For significant wave height, a linear correction is applied using buoy 
comparison (Queffeulou, 2004). The satellite footprints within our nu-
merical domains, consisting of e90k scattered data points, are shown in 
Fig. 2 with a temporal color bar. The satellite measures at the speed of e
0.05�/s with a sampling rate of e1 Hz, while the atmospheric and wave 
model outputs are hourly on variable grid resolutions (OWI on station-
ary inner nested domains with resolutions of 0.2/0.08/0.02∘, HWRF on 

moving inner nested domains with resolutions of 0.18/0.06/0.02∘ and 
WW3 from 1/12∘ for the regular grid to variable resolutions of the un-
structured grids). Therefore, proper projection and averaging are 
required for the validation and statistical analysis. In this regard, the 
model outputs are interpolated to the satellite data, where linear inter-
polation for time and Inverse Distance Weighting (IDW) are used to 
average between the three and four nearest points for unstructured and 
structured grids, respectively. Then model and satellite data are sorted 
in time for each altimeter separately. Finally, the data are averaged 
every Δx ¼ 0:5 degrees. 

4. Model grids 

One structured and two unstructured grids are used in this study, 
shown in Fig. 3. These grids were selected in accordance with 
enhancement in grid resolution and size in operational forecast at NOAA 
due to availability of more computational resources and improvement in 
the model performance. These grids were tested before going to opera-
tion. In this study, the comparisons are performed to validate new 
implementations in WW3 compared to the well-validated schemes and 
parallelization algorithms. Further refinement is required in the wave- 
surge coupling framework to avoid large gradients in radiation stress 
and unrealistic current velocity fields, exchanged between models, 
leading to model failure. The topo-bathymetric data and the outer 
boundaries of each grid are shown in panel a, while grid resolutions are 
shown in panels b, c & d. The dashed lines represent open boundaries, 
where boundary conditions extracted from global simulations are 
imposed (see Section 6 for more details on open boundary conditions). 
In panel b the structured grid with 1=12∘ resolution is shown where 
southeast and northeast corners are located at (98∘W, 5∘N) and (53∘W, 
45∘N), respectively. The grid resolution near hurricane landfall is e8 km. 
Panel c shows EC2001 grid, covering the entire Gulf of Mexico and 
extending into the Atlantic Ocean to the approximate longitude of 60W 
with 254,565 nodes, 492,179 elements and highest resolution of 2 km 
along the coast of the US. EC2001 was the previous version of the 
operational mesh used in the Extratropical Surge and Tide Operational 
Forecast System (ESTOFS) by National Ocean Service (NOS) at NOAA. In 
panel d, the Hurricane Storm Surge Operational Forecast System 
(HSSOFS) is shown. HSSOFS eastern extent is a bit further east to the 
approximate longitude of 55W with 1,813,443 nodes, 3,564,104 ele-
ments and highest resolution of 200 m near the coast with inundation 
potential of up to þ10 m MSL. HSSOFS is the current version of the 
operational HSSOFS and ESTOFS at NOS (Riverside Technology and 
AECOM., 2015). 

5. WW3 developments 

New implementation in WW3 for the implicit numerical solver and 
domain decomposition parallelization algorithm are described in this 
section. In these regards, the splitting approach was abandoned and the 
whole equations have been discretized using the framework given in 
Patankar (1980) for the Navier-Stokes equations, where the left hand 
side is discretized using 1st order monotone schemes and the right hand 
side of the equations, the source terms, have been linearized following 
Patankar (1980). The resulting equation system is assembled in a large 
matrix, which is stored using the CSR (Column-Sparse-Row) format, 
neglecting the zero entries in the matrix. The equation system is the 
solved using a block-gauss-seidel method, which based on the work of 
Ferziger and Peri�c (2002), which is parallelized within the domain 
decomposition context using non-blocking communication over the halo 
of the various domains. The decomposition was done using ParMetis 
(Karypis and Kumar, 1999). The full description of new implementations 
is discussed in WW3DG (2019). 

Table 1 
Atmospheric models’ performance at buoy locations and along satellite track in 
term of wind speed (m/s). All model configurations and results are pre-decisional 
and for official use only.  

Obs./Model Variable RMSD σ CC 

Point Source Observation 
Obs. U10  – 4.38 – 

OWI U10  0.94 4.63 0.98 
HWRF U10  1.84 5.34 0.95 
Satellite 
Obs. U10  – 3.26 – 
OWI U10  1.36 3.24 0.91 
HWRF U10  1.12 3.22 0.94  
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5.1. Numerical scheme 

The numerical schemes implemented in WW3 for the triangular 
unstructured grids are based on Contour Residual Distribution (CRD) for 
the discretization of the space derivative, adopted to the wave action 
balance equation similar to the Wind Wave Model-II (WWM-II) (Roland, 
2009). With the recent developments, two time integration methods, 
explicit and implicit schemes, are available for unstructured triangular 
grids. If the explicit solver is chosen, four time steps are required for 
global, spatial propagation, intra-spectral propagation and source terms. 
The solution of the two-dimensional hyperbolic part in geographical 

space is solved on unstructured grids using the original fractional step 
method, while the spectral part and the source terms are integrated in a 
similar way as in the structured version of WW3. In the fractional step 
approach of WW3, there is also an option for solving geographical 
advection implicitly. However, it was found by Roland (2009) and 
Roland and Ardhuin (2014) that this kind approach is very sensitive to 
the splitting error and consequently leads to a considerable time step 
dependency as a result of the splitting error between spatial advection, 
source terms and spectral advection. Note that the fractional step 
method has a time-step dependency due to the splitting errors. This 
dependency governs the time stepping, particularly in shallow water 

Fig. 7. Linear regression comparison between satellite altimeter data and OWI (a), HWRF (b), WW3 forced by OWI (c) and WW3 forced by HWRF (d) models. The 
linear regression (blue) and model skills are shown in each subplot. All model configurations and results are pre-decisional and for official use only. (For interpretation of 
the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.) 
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(Roland, 2009). Although the time step definition for the unstructured 
grids with the explicit scheme is similar to that of the structured grids, 
the number of sub-iterations for the unstructured part is estimated 
automatically based on the maximal CFL number in the geographical 
domain. As a result, the minimum grid resolution governs the compu-
tational time because it increases the number of iterations for smaller 
element sizes. Consequently, the explicit scheme becomes inefficient for 
high-resolution applications. On the other hand, for the implicit method 
a linear equation system is assembled based on the CRD-N schemes 
(Roland, 2009). The spectral propagation is solved with simple implicit 
first-order upwind schemes, the source terms are written in the matrix in 
the same way as in the dynamic scheme of WW3, and assembling the 
equation system is based on Patankar rules. Unlike the explicit scheme, 
only the global time step is required for the implicit scheme, the other 
time steps no longer affect computations. In this study, we quantify to 
what extent the time step can be increased without affecting the accu-
racy of the model both in deep and shallow water. 

The model with the explicit scheme requires global, spatial propa-
gation, intra-spectral propagation and source term time steps, while one 
time step is required for the implicit scheme. In this study, the explicit 
time steps are chosen as (150, 100, 50, 10 s) while 60 and 600 s are used 
for the implicit scheme. In all simulations, the model resolves the source 
spectrum with frequencies between 0.05 and 0.9597 Hz, divided into 32 
narrow spectral bands and 36 directions with 10∘ increment. In order to 
include the effect of distantly generated swell, boundary conditions are 
imposed at the eastern open boundary nodes of the numerical domain, 
extracted from a global simulation. In addition, nonlinear wave-wave 
interaction using the discrete interaction approximation, DIA (Hassel-
mann et al., 1985), moving bottom friction (SHOWEX) (Ardhuin et al., 
2003), depth-limited breaking based on the Battjes-Janssen formulation 
(DB1) (Battjes and Janssen, 1978) and reflection by the coast (REF1) 
(Ardhuin and Roland, 2012) have been used for the computations. 

5.2. Parallelization 

Parallelization is the efficient work and data distribution on 
computational processors where the model grid is divided into blocks, 
and those blocks are allocated to individual processors to do calculations 
and data communications. The continuity between neighboring blocks is 
satisfied via proper communications at block boundaries. WW3 has two 
parallelization methods, card deck (CD) and domain decomposition 
(DD) in physical space, that overcome computational limits over large 
grids. A schematic view of these decomposition algorithms is shown in 
Fig. 4. In the CD method, the land points, where no computation is 
performed, are excluded. The active points in rows and columns of the 
model grid are sorted and distributed between processors linearly as in 
Fig. 4, panels a and b. Unlike structured grids, the indexing of nodes in 
the unstructured grids is not geographically sequential. Therefore the 
parallelization looks random in the CD algorithm for the unstructured 
grids. The efficiency of this method has been proven on structured grids 
Tolman (2002). The CD method has been used in the operational WW3 
for years, for single and multiple grids. Other types of parallelization 
such as hybrid parallelization techniques have been developed in WW3, 
which expand each MPI rank into OpenMP threads for further paralle-
lization. In addition, parallelization for shared memory machines using 
threading has been implemented using standard OpenMP directives 
(WW3DG, 2019). The parallelization of the unstructured grid schemes is 
done using either the CD approach (panel b) as done for the structured 
grids or the DD method (Fig. 4, panels c and d). The DD parallelization 
replaces the original spectral component parallelization. The 
spectral-spatial domain is split into several sub-domains. In each 
sub-domain the spectral component propagation is simulated synchro-
nously and independently, but the information exchange between 
adjacent numerical sub-domains is performed within the MPI environ-
ment. In such an environment, the decomposed N sub-domains can be 

Fig. 8. Wave model validation at NDBC buoy locations, forced by OWI (blue) and HWRF (red) models versus observation (black) with CD parallelization and Explicit 
solver: (a) Significant wave height (Hs); (b) peak period (Tp) and (c) mean wave direction. All model configurations and results are pre-decisional and for official use only. 
(For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.) 
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Fig. 9. Wave model validation at quick deployed gauges, forced by OWI (blue) and HWRF (red) models versus observation (black) with CD parallelization and 
Explicit solver: (a) Significant wave height (Hs) and (b) peak period (Tp). All model configurations and results are pre-decisional and for official use only. (For inter-
pretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.) 

Fig. 10. Taylor diagram for significant wave height, representing modeled and collected data at buoy locations (a) and along satellite track (b) in terms of the 
Pearson correlation coefficient, the Root Mean Square Deviation (RMSD) and the standard deviation σ. All model configurations and results are pre-decisional and for 
official use only. 
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solved by N processors to achieve the parallel computations. The domain 
decomposition methods are based on ParMetis (Karypis, 2011), which is 
a c implementation of a parallel graph partitioning algorithm. ParMetis 
is interfaced using PDLIB (Parallel Decomposition Library) in Fortran. 
The exchange routines, implemented in PDLIB, do all necessary alloca-
tion for the decomposed grids between the various threads based on the 
decomposition provided by ParMetis. A similar algorithm is imple-
mented in FVCOM (Chen et al., 2013), ADCIRC (Luettich et al., 1992) 
and SWAN (Zijlema, 2010). Note that the Parmetis based domain 
decomposition capabilities do not support structured grids in WW3. The 
full description of the new parallelization algorithm (DD) is discussed in 
WW3DG (2019). 

6. Forcing 

We have used two atmospheric forcing data sources to drive the 
model, Oceanweather Inc. (OWI) (Cox et al., 1995; Cardone and Cox, 
2009) and the Hurricane Weather Research and Forecasting (HWRF) 
model (Gopalakrishnan et al., 2010). Unlike reanalysis products, such as 
the Climate Forecast System Reanalysis (CFSR) (Saha et al., 2010) and 
the climate reanalysis ERA5 climatology produced by the European 
Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) (Hersbach, 
2016), where static data assimilation and numerical schemes are 
implemented and consequently contain systematic errors on a regional 
basis and in the extremes, OWI and HWRF are well designed and cali-
brated for extreme events like hurricanes, making them suitable models 
for our application. These models provides hourly outputs which are 
necessary for a rapidly changing hurricane wind fields. The main dif-
ference between these two models is that OWI is a hindcast model, 
therefore all the analyses are performed after the event, taking into 
account the best hurricane characteristics with post-processed in-situ 

data. On the other hand, HWRF, as an operational forecast model, 
constructs an event ahead of the hurricane in real time and adjusts itself 
every few hours with assimilation of field data. Here, the HWRF model 
configurations are slightly changed to use known atmospheric condi-
tions based on existing observations (after data quality control) and 
generate semi-hindcasted wind forcing. In this study and at each time 
step, the wind field from the highest resolution nested domain is used, 
extracted from OWI and HWRF models. A detailed description of data 
post-processing is explained in this section. 

The first atmospheric forcing data are provided by OWI, where the 
model uses a variety of methodologies including the NCEP/NCAR 
reanalysis wind, statistical downscaling, dynamic downscaling, tropical 
model overlay and manual kinematic analysis of ocean winds to produce 
high-quality wind forcing required by ocean response models. The 
model skill is also evaluated against available in-situ and satellite data. 
The OWI numerical domain consists of three stationary inner-nested 
grids that are two-way interactive, Level 1 is the outer box (spanning 
between 99∘W-55∘W and 5∘N-47∘N) with 0.2∘ resolution, Level 2 with 
0.08∘ resolution as the middle box (spanning between 98∘W-80∘W and 
18∘N-31∘N) and Level 3 with 0.02∘ resolution as the finest resolution near 
the hurricane land fall (spanning between 96.2∘W-93.2∘W and 27.8∘N- 
30.8∘N). The second atmospheric forcing data are generated from the 
HWRF modeling system empowered by a movable multilevel nesting 
technology (Zhang et al., 2016). The model grid is triple-nested using 
telescopic, two-way interactive horizontal grids with resolutions from 
synoptic at 0.18∘ as the outer box (spanning about 75∘ � 75∘), to a 
moving storm box with 0.06∘ resolution (10∘ � 10∘) and core of about 6∘ 

� 6∘ with 0.02∘ resolution. These boxes follow the hurricane best track, 
ensuring the highest resolution around the eye of the hurricane. In this 
study, we have interpolated the hourly HWRF model outputs from 
multiple cycles initiated with analysis data and nine forecast time steps. 

Fig. 11. Wave model validation at NDBC buoy locations, forced by OWI models on the regular 1=12∘ (blue), EC2001 (red) and HSSOFS (magenta) grids versus 
observation (black) with CD parallelization and Explicit solver: (a) Significant wave height (Hs); (b) peak period (Tp) and (c) mean wave direction. All model con-
figurations and results are pre-decisional and for official use only. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web 
version of this article.) 
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Every 6 h, reanalysis data from the next cycle are smoothly incorporated 
into the wind field. In the present work, the atmospheric forcing has 
been validated against NDBC and satellite altimeter data. We extracted 
wind velocity at 10 m height (U10) from the original GRIB2 output files 
and saved them in NetCDF format. We used atmospheric fields gener-
ated by HWRF coupled to the HYbrid Coordinate Ocean Model 
(HYCOM) (Chassignet et al., 2007) and three-dimensional variational 
data assimilation (3DVar) (Zhang et al., 2009) using satellite data. The 
HWRF model was forced with initial and boundary conditions provided 
by the Global Forecast System (GFS) with half-degree spatial grid res-
olution. The animations of wind fields extracted from OWI and HWRF 
models (provided in supplementary materials) show larger wind values 
close to the hurricane eye in the HWRF model. 

We first compared the U10 wind product at point source and field 
observations via various statistical parameters. Point source data are 
available at NDBC buoys, as shown in Fig. 5 as time series of wind speed 
and wind direction. It is clearly shown that OWI is closer to the in-situ 
data while HWRF overestimates the wind speed (The OWI has skill of 
1.07 compared to 1.11 for HWRF as shown in Fig. 6a,b). In addition, at 
station #42001, where the hurricane track crossed the buoy, OWI 
captured the peaks and trough accurately. For point source observa-
tions, OWI performs better than HWRF in terms of Root Mean Square 
Deviation (RMSD), standard deviation (σ) and correlation coefficient 
(CC) for in-situ and model outputs (Table 1). The summary of the 

statistical analysis is given in Table A.1 (#1;9) in terms of mean error 
(e), absolute error jej, Root Mean Square Error (RMSE), Relative Bias 
(RB) and skill (see Appendix B for the description of statistical 
parameters). 

In a similar way, we have performed statistical analysis for satellite 
data where the wind speed is available along the altimeter tracks. In 
contrast to the analysis for the point source observations, HWRF shows 
better performance for satellite altimeter data with the skill of 0.98 
compared to 0.95 for OWI, as shown in linear regression plots (Fig. 7a,b) 
and Taylor diagrams, summarized in Table 1. Normal distribution of 
bias is summarized in Table A.2(#1;9). The better agreement between 
the wind field of the HWRF model and the satellite data can be due to the 
Data Assimilation algorithm embedded in this model, which is based on 
satellite information (bias of 0.05 m/s for HWRF compared to 0.23 m/s 
for the OWI model). Unlike HWRF which employs satellite data assim-
ilated basin wide, OWI wind fields are reconstructed on a simplified 
background field and assimilation is done only in the Gulf of Mexico 
with the primary focus on the hurricane Ike. 

In addition to the surface atmospheric forcing, the global simulations 
on a regular grid with 0.5� resolution forced by the Global Forecast 
System (GFS) atmospheric model is performed and the data along the 
open boundaries of the regional grids are extracted to ensure the long- 
distance swell is taken into account. This simulation started a month 
before Hurricane Ike genesis and extended to the end of the storm. 

Fig. 12. Wave model validation at quick deployed gauges, forced by OWI models on the regular 1=12∘ (blue), EC2001 (red) and HSSOFS (magenta) grids versus 
observation (black) with CD parallelization and Explicit solver: (a) Significant wave height (Hs) and (b) peak period (Tp). All model configurations and results are pre- 
decisional and for official use only. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.) 
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Fig. 13. Linear regression comparison between in-situ data collected at buoy locations and WW3 model forced by OWI on the regular 1=12∘ (a), EC2001 (b) and 
HSSOFS (c) grids using explicit scheme with card deck decomposition for the sensitivity of the model to the grid resolution (Left Panels). The solver schemes and 
decomposition approaches are compared on HSSOFS grid for explicit scheme with card deck decomposition (c), explicit scheme with domain decomposition (d) and 
implicit scheme with Δt ¼ 60 s (e) and Δt ¼ 600 s (f) (Right Panels). The linear regression and model skills are shown in each subplot. The wave scatters are divided 
into offshore NDBC data (dark color) and nearshore data (light color). All model configurations and results are pre-decisional and for official use only. (For interpretation 
of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.) 
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7. WW3 validation 

In this section, the WW3 performance is evaluated at buoy/gauge 
locations and along satellite tracks for different atmospheric forcing, 
grid resolution, numerical schemes, parallelization algorithms and time 
steps. The evaluation at point locations is done at NDBC buoys locations 
for significant wave height Hs, peak period Tp and mean wave direction 
in left, middle and right panels respectively in Figs. 8–9, 11-12, 14-17. 
The wave direction is not available for the quick deployed gauges, 
therefore, time series of Hs and Tp are compared. The statistical analysis 
of Hs is provided for satellite data. 

7.1. Sensitivity analysis to atmospheric forcing 

WW3 forced by winds from OWI and HWRF is validated on the 
HSSOFS grid with the conventional parallelization algorithm (CD) and 
explicit numerical scheme. The time series at NDBC and quick deployed 
gauge locations are shown in Figs. 8 and 9. At NDBC buoys, the wave 
model forced by HWRF has larger values for significant wave height as 
HWRF has larger wind speed compared to OWI. Although the OWI and 
HWRF performed quite similarly at locations far from the hurricane 
track, WW3 forced by OWI performed better at buoys close to the track 
of Hurricane Ike (i.e., NDBC#42001). Note that the discrepancies be-
tween model outputs and in-situ data at station #42035 could be due to 
its movement approximately 25 miles southwest of its original mooring 
location. A similar pattern is seen for the time series of atmospheric 
forcing shown in Fig. 5. At quick deployed gauges, both forcings lead to 
similar results. Comparison of the wave model outputs with observa-
tions shows better agreement on the eastern side of the hurricane track 
(#4204, #42039, #42036, ANDKND-Y and ANDKND-Z). A forerunner 
surge occurred over a large area prior to the Ike main surge. The area 

impacted by Hurricane Ike has a wide and shallow shelf, providing 
proper conditions for generation of Ekman setup when large onshore 
directed winds to the right of the storm track took place, which started 
almost a day before hurricane landfall. The forerunner caused early 
flooding (e 15 h before the main surge) of coastal regions, and allowed 
much more effective penetration of flooding into narrow-entranced 
bays. The forerunner has been reported and discussed in Kennedy 
et al. (2011) and Hope et al. (2013). Although the scope of this study is 
to demonstrate the accuracy of new developments in WW3 compared to 
pre-existing schemes and algorithms, incorporating water level and 
current fields within a dynamic coupled framework with a hydrody-
namic model leads to better representation of in-situ data, especially in 
nearshore locations. A Taylor diagram shows close correlation co-
efficients and RMSDs for both forcings but smaller standard deviation 
for OWI at buoys (Fig. 10(a) and Table A.3(#4;9)), and similar behavior 
for all parameters for satellite data (Fig. 10(b) and Table A.4(#4;9)). 

7.2. Sensitivity analysis to grid resolution 

The sensitivity of the WW3 model to the grid resolution (as shown in 
Fig. 3) is quantified at point locations (Fig. 11 for NDBC and Fig. 12 for 
quick deployed gauges) and along satellite tracks. For this analysis, the 
CD parallelization and explicit solver are used for different grid reso-
lutions (Regular 1=12∘, Unstructured EC2001 and Unstructured 
HSSOFS). The Taylor diagram and corresponding values are summa-
rized in Fig. 10(a) and Table A.3(#2;3;4) for point observations, 
revealing better performance for the unstructured grids (EC2001 and 
HSSOFS). In addition, the linear regression analysis and the normal 
distribution of bias, shown in Fig. 13(a,b,c) and summarized in 
Table A.1(#2;3;4) for the model forced by OWI and (#10;11;12) forced 
by HWRF, confirm the mentioned superior model performance for 

Fig. 14. Wave model validation at NDBC buoy locations, forced by OWI models on HSSOFS grids using explicit scheme with card deck decomposition (blue), explicit 
scheme with domain decomposition (red) and implicit scheme with domain decomposition (magenta) versus observation (black): (a) Significant wave height (Hs); (b) 
peak period (Tp) and (c) mean wave direction. All model configurations and results are pre-decisional and for official use only. (For interpretation of the references to color 
in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.) 
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unstructured grids. The comparison at offshore buoy locations (Fig. 11) 
where EC2001 and HSSOFS have similar resolutions while the regular 
grid (1=12∘) has higher resolution in mid-gulf, shows visually identical 
results for the unstructured grids, but slightly different from the regular 
grid (slightly lower wave heights). At nearshore gauges, shown in 
Fig. 12, the regular grid does not capture the measurements as well as 
the results of the model with unstructured grids. This may be due to 
multiple reasons, including missing the complicated topo-bathymetry 
and coastline geometries as a result of coarse resolution. Aside from 
systematic errors introduced by atmospheric inputs as upstream models, 
the discrepancies between in-situ measurements and high-resolution 
unstructured grid results in nearshore regions can be improved by 
improvement in the WW3 physical packages for bed friction, breaking, 
triad interaction and reflection; incorporating water level and current 
fields from a hydrodynamic model; and model grid refinement. All 
aforementioned improvements are under development, thanks to the 
new possibilities provided by the new parallelization algorithm and 
implicit solver in WW3 and fully coupled WW3-ADCIRC system. For 
satellite data comparisons, the Taylor diagram is shown in Fig. 10(b) and 
Table A.4(#2;3;4), a linear regression analysis for the model forced by 
OWI in Table A.2(#2;3; 4) and forced by HWRF in Table A.2 
(#10;11;12). In summary, the simulations on unstructured grids are 

nearly identical and better than the results extracted from the regular 
grid setup. It should be noted that most satellite observations are 
collected in deep water, therefore, the two unstructured grid resolutions 
are not much different. 

7.3. Sensitivity analysis to parallelization algorithm and numerical 
scheme 

The sensitivity of the WW3 model to the parallelization algorithm 
(card deck vs. domain decomposition) and numerical solver (Explicit vs. 
Implicit) is investigated next. All the computations are done on the 
HSSOFS grid. The results of the WW3 model, forced by OWI winds, are 
shown in Figs. 14 and 15 for the time series verification at the NDBC 
buoys and quick deployed gauges, respectively, showing visually iden-
tical results. Statistical analysis, shown in Fig. 10(a) and for Taylor di-
agram in Table A.3ð#4;5;6Þ, confirms identical performance for the 
explicit and implicit solvers. Linear regression analysis on point obser-
vations, divided into nearshore and offshore locations, shown in Fig. 13 
(c,d,e), gives skill of 0.88 for all three setups (Explicit with CD and DD; 
Implicit with DD). The normal distribution of bias and related parame-
ters for point source observations, forced by OWI are summarized in 
Table A.1(#4;5; 6) and HWRF in (#12;13 ;14 ), confirming previous 

Fig. 15. Wave model validation at quick deployed gauges, forced by OWI models on HSSOFS grids using explicit scheme with card deck decomposition (blue), 
explicit scheme with domain decomposition (red) and implicit scheme with domain decomposition (magenta) versus observation (black): (a) Significant wave height 
(Hs) and (b) peak period (Tp). All model configurations and results are pre-decisional and for official use only. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure 
legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.) 
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model performance. For satellite altimeter data analysis, the Taylor di-
agram ((Fig. 10(b) and Table A.4ð#4;5;6Þ) confirms identical perfor-
mance (0.98 correlation coefficient). Linear regression analysis for 
altimeter data and WW3 forced by the HWRF model gives 0.93 skill for 
all explicit (card deck and domain decomposition) and 0.88 for implicit 
solvers. The normal distribution of bias and related parameters for field 
data compared to the model forced by OWI are summarized in Table A.2 
(#4;5; 6) and for HWRF in (#12;13 ; 14 ). It shows identical perfor-
mance for all three setups for the model forced by OWI, while the model 
forced by HWRF shows identical values for the explicit solver with card 
deck and domain decomposition parallelization and slightly different 
values for the implicit solver. 

7.4. Sensitivity analysis to time stepping 

The implicit scheme gives us the opportunity to increase the time 
step without losing accuracy and reducing computational time. Here, 
the model outputs are compared for three time steps (60, 600 and 1200 
s) for point and field data, where the simulations with 600 and 1200 s 
time steps took 60% and 75% less computational time than with 60 s 
time step, respectively. The computations were performed on the 
HSSOFS grid, with domain decomposition parallelization and implicit 
numerical solver. The results of WW3, forced by OWI, are shown in 
Figs. 16 and 17 for the time series verification at the NDBC buoys and 
quick deployed gauges, respectively, showing visually identical results. 
Taylor diagram, shown in Fig. 10(a) and in Table A.3ð#6;7;8Þ, confirms 
almost identical performance (correlation coefficient of 0.94). Linear 
regression analysis on point source observation, divided into nearshore 
and offshore locations, shown in Fig. 13(e and f), gives e 0.88 skill for 
the three setups. The normal distribution of bias and related parameters 
for point source observations are summarized in Table A.1(#6;7; 8) for 

the model forced by OWI and (#14;15) HWRF, confirming reported 
model performance. For satellite altimeter data, the Taylor diagram in 
Fig. 10(b) and Table A.4ð#6;7; 8Þ confirms identical performance (0.98 
correlation coefficient). Linear regression analysis for altimeter data and 
WW3 forced by HWRF give slightly different performance for the models 
with 60 and 600 s time steps, but very close results between models with 
600 and 1200 s time steps. Note that the energy varies more rapidly as a 
function of space than as a function of time in the nearshore region and 
thus having it be a multiple of CFL gives us the ability to resolve near-
shore geographical features with a higher resolution grid that would 
otherwise be possible. The normal distribution of bias and related pa-
rameters for field data are summarized in Table A.2(#6;7; 8) for the 
model forced by OWI and (#14;15) HWRF. It shows almost identical 
performance for both time steps for the model forced by OWI, while 
slightly different outputs for the model forced by HWRF. 

A detailed view of frequency spectra at five gauges consisting of 
three NDBC buoys (#42001, #42019 and #42036) and two quick 
deployed gauges (ANDKNDY-Y and S) are provided in Fig. 18 for the 
observations (a) and model (b). The model outputs are taken from the 
simulation with the implicit solver on the HSSOFS grid, forced by OWI 
atmospheric model. The model captures the observed spectrum at NDBC 
buoys, which are due to an accurate wind forcing (as shown in Fig. 5) 
and being relatively away from Ekman setup effects. On the other hand, 
the effects of non-resolved Hurricane Ike forerunner at nearshore gauges 
are reflected in the early part of the spectral time series, specially at 
gauge ANDKNDY-Y. Closer to the storm peak, the density spectrum 
improves and agrees better with the observations. In addition, the higher 
frequency waves are well captured by the model at shallow water gauges 
(NDBC #42019 and ANDKNDY-Y and S). 

Fig. 16. Wave model validation at NDBC buoy locations, forced by OWI models on HSSOFS grids using implicit scheme with domain decomposition with Δt ¼ 60 s 
(blue) and Δt ¼ 600 s (red) versus observation (black): (a) Significant wave height (Hs); (b) peak period (Tp) and (c) mean wave direction. All model configurations and 
results are pre-decisional and for official use only. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of 
this article.) 
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7.5. Model performance and scalability 

The model performance (v6.07) has been evaluated on NCEP’s HPC’s 
for the pre-existing parallelization algorithm in WW3 (CD) with its 
explicit equation solver and newly implemented Domain decomposition 
(DD) algorithm with both explicit and implicit solvers on two regular 
grids and two unstructured triangular meshes. The extents of these grids 
are shown in Fig. 1. These grids have be chosen to distinguish the su-
periority range of each grid and computational limits of each paralleli-
zation algorithm. The regular grids have 1=60∘ and 1= 12∘ resolutions 
corresponding to e 2 and 10 km, respectively. The unstructured trian-
gular meshes have 1.8 M and 2.2 M grid nodes with e 200 m and e 10 m 
minimum resolutions, respectively. The results are shown in Fig. 19 in 
terms of non-dimensional computational speed, revealing linear growth 
in the model performance for various model options and grids with 
steeper growth for DD (blue, red and magenta solid lines) compared to 
CD (black, green and gray solid lines) due to communication difficulties 
on a larger number of computational processors with the CD algorithm. 
It is clearly shown that the CD performs well for the coarse grid with 
fewer grid points (black). However, increasing the number of grid points 
to 2.2 M and decreasing the minimum resolution to e 10 m led to a 
significant slow down in the model performance for the explicit solvers 
(magenta and gray lines) due to model CFL constraint embedded in 

explicit scheme on triangular unstructured grids. This limit has con-
fronted WW3 users applying larger grids with very high resolution for a 
long time. On the other hand, the implicit scheme, as shown by blue line, 
allows us to resolve the physical processes in nearshore regions with 
required grid resolution in an efficient way. In addition, the model 
performance on a regular grid is investigated and shown by dashed lines. 
Despite the fact that the model performs well for the 1/12∘ grid (dashed 
magenta) and therefore appropriate for global setups, simulation on a 
very fine resolution regular grid (� 2km) at such scale is not possible 
(dashed blue). Fig. 19 shows that the domain decomposition does not 
have the limit of the CD algorithm, thus larger grids can be distributed 
on a large number of computational cores greater than No:Dir � No:Freq. 

Note that for the implicit solver, the model proceeds with the time 
step defined in the setup, however, the computational speed in the im-
plicit scheme is a function of the implicit solver threshold for iteration 
convergence, therefore the computational time does not drop linearly by 
increases in the time step. This threshold can be tuned to achieve 
acceptable results. For this simulation and to achieve good agreement 
with both offshore and nearshore observations, the implicit solver 
threshold is defined as 1.E� 6 m. For a good agreement at deep water, 
this number can be chosen larger, however, the nearshore accuracy re-
quires smaller threshold. Although not possible for Hurricane Ike, which 
lacks adequate shallow water wave observations in the breaking zone 

Fig. 17. Wave model validation at quick deployed gauges, forced by OWI models on HSSOFS grids using implicit scheme with domain decomposition with Δt ¼ 60 s 
(blue) and Δt ¼ 600 s (red) versus observation (black): (a) Significant wave height (Hs) and (b) peak period (Tp). All model configurations and results are pre-decisional 
and for official use only. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.) 
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and overland, such a threshold can be optimized to achieve good 
agreement with observations. This breakthrough has expanded the 
limits of WW3 and provides the opportunity to investigate nearshore 
wave climate on a single triangular grid from coarse offshore to high- 
resolution nearshore grids instead of multiple inter-nested grids with 
different resolutions. This analysis draws the limits for each algorithm 
and scheme and provides a guide for the users to select proper options 
dependent on the minimum grid resolution. It should be noted that the 
WW3 numerical solver and parallelization initially were based on the 
explicit scheme and the conventional CD algorithm on coarse grids, 
which does not require a large memory. On the other hand, the implicit 
scheme requires larger memory, and an optimized memory management 
and input/output (I/O) can potentially improve model scalability and 
computational speed. 

8. Conclusions 

In conclusion, we have performed a comprehensive qualitative and 
quantitative study on the application of WW3 on large-scale numerical 

domains employing the new parallelization algorithm and implicit nu-
merical solver for unstructured grids compared to the pre-existing par-
allelization algorithm, domain decomposition, and robust explicit 
numerical solver of WW3 on both structured and unstructured grids. 
These new capabilities in the wave model push the limitations of the 
model, including minimum grid resolution in the present study of e200 
m, maximum number of model grid points (e1.8M) and computational 
scalability (720 computational cores) based on NCEP’s HPCF’s. The new 
domain decomposition algorithm, based on a parallel graph partitioning 
algorithm, allows us to resolve the nearshore domain and physics with 
higher resolution, where most of the wave transformations are taking 
place. Moreover, the wave model is now scalable on HPC environments, 
therefore the wave model is able to run more efficiently with domain 
decomposition (DD) and the implicit solver than the conventional par-
allelization algorithm (CD) and explicit solver on large grids with very 
high-resolution nearshore elements without a limit on total core 
numbers (Fig. 19). More broadly, these new features in the wave model 
enhance the efficiency of wave-surge coupled system (Moghimi et al., 
2019). In addition, the implicit Contour Residual Distribution (CRD) 

Fig. 18. Frequency spectrum at five selected gauges (3 NDBC buoy and 2 quick deployed gauges) comparing observation (a) versus WW3 simulations forced by OWI 
(b). All model configurations and results are pre-decisional and for official use only. 
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schemes in geographical space in combination with simple first-order 
upwind schemes in spectral space allow us to increase the model time 
step, saving computational resources, without losing accuracy with 
respect to the investigated applications. The new numerical scheme 
shows better accuracy with respect to the statistics in contrast to the 
explicit scheme. It is anticipated that the reason for this is the fact that 
the new implicit solver does not have splitting errors in contrast to the 
fractional step method used for the explicit schemes. 

The case study is Hurricane Ike (2008), generated off the west coast 
of Africa, entering the Gulf of Mexico with landfall near Galveston, TX. 
The model performance is evaluated at stationary NDBC buoys and 
rapidly deployed gauges in the nearshore region and along satellite 
altimeter tracks. The methodology for spatiotemporal interpolation and 
averaging of model output and satellite data is discussed in this paper. In 
this study, two well-known atmospheric models, OWI and HWRF both 
designed for hurricane modeling, are used to drive WW3. The statistics 
reveal better performance of OWI at point source observations and of 
HWRF for satellite wind data. A similar conclusion is given in the 
downstream wave model, where WW3 forced by OWI captures the 
characteristics of the in-situ data at buoy locations, while the general 
analysis shows better WW3 performance along satellite tracks, when 
forced by HWRF. The migration of the errors, introduced by the atmo-
spheric models reveals similar superiority of the atmospheric model and 
corresponding wave simulation at stationary or along satellite track 
observations depends on the data assimilation and bias correction 
techniques in the atmospheric models. The validation is extended 

further to quantify the sensitivity of the model to the grid resolution. The 
wave model shows better performance on high-resolution unstructured 
grids compared to a regular curvilinear grid, as expected. The different 
parallelization algorithm (card deck vs. domain decomposition) and 
numerical solvers (Explicit vs. Implicit) are compared, revealing similar 
model performance. Lastly, the sensitivity of the implicit solver to the 
time step is tested, where the model with 60 s time step and an order of 
magnitude larger time step (600 s) give similar accuracy with 60% less 
computational time for the larger time step. Further developments are 
under way to improve the model performance in terms of numerical 
efficiency, memory usage, parallel scalability and model accuracy, 
especially in nearshore regions. The need for more work is mostly 
dictated by the general structure of the code, which does not inherently 
consider the domain decomposition, and given the multi-grid architec-
ture of the code, which needs to be streamlined to the domain decom-
position philosophy. 
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Appendix A. Supplementary data 

Supplementary data to this article can be found online at https://doi.org/10.1016/j.coastaleng.2020.103656. 

Appendix A. Statistical Analysis Summary 

Table A.1 
Models’ performance at buoy locations summarizing linear regression and normal distribution statistical analysis in term of wind speed (m/s) and significant wave 
height (m) shown in Figs. 6 and 13. All model configurations and results are pre-decisional and for official use only.  

# Model Var. Forcing Grid Scheme Par. Δt [t]  Min Max e  σ jej RMSE RB Skill 
(NS) 

Skill 
(OS) 

Skill 
(T) 

1 OWI U10  – – – – – � 15.87 8.95 � 0.59 0.94 0.72 1.11 � 0.08 – – 1.07 
2 WW3 Hs  OWI Regular Explicit CD (10,10,10,10) � 2.31 3.77 0.28 0.60 0.40 0.67 0.15 0.68 0.86 0.82 
3 WW3 Hs  OWI EC2001 Explicit CD (150,100,50,10) � 2.99 3.47 0.20 0.56 0.36 0.60 0.10 0.73 0.92 0.87 
4 WW3 Hs  OWI HSSOFS Explicit CD (150,100,50,10) � 3.00 3.44 0.18 0.56 0.35 0.59 0.10 0.75 0.92 0.88 
5 WW3 Hs  OWI HSSOFS Explicit DD (150,100,50,10) � 3.00 3.44 0.18 0.56 0.35 0.59 0.10 0.75 0.92 0.88 
6 WW3 Hs  OWI HSSOFS Implicit DD 60 � 2.98 3.45 0.19 0.56 0.35 0.59 0.10 0.75 0.91 0.88 
7 WW3 Hs  OWI HSSOFS Implicit DD 600 � 3.05 3.40 0.20 0.57 0.36 0.60 0.10 0.72 0.92 0.87 
8 WW3 Hs  OWI HSSOFS Implicit DD 1200 � 5.02 3.66 0.22 0.62 0.37 0.62 0.11 0.7 0.93 0.85 
9 HWRF U10  – – – – – � 17.49 4.64 � 0.70 1.84 1.26 1.96 � 0.10 – – 1.11 
10 WW3 Hs  HWRF Regular Explicit CD (10,10,10,10) � 3.22 3.62 0.19 0.59 0.37 0.62 0.10 0.75 0.93 0.89 
11 WW3 Hs  HWRF EC2001 Explicit CD (150,100,50,10) � 5.06 3.28 0.08 0.62 0.36 0.63 0.04 0.80 1.02 0.97 
12 WW3 Hs  HWRF HSSOFS Explicit CD (150,100,50,10) � 5.02 3.26 0.06 0.62 0.36 0.62 0.03 0.82 1.02 0.97 
13 WW3 Hs  HWRF HSSOFS Explicit DD (150,100,50,10) � 5.02 3.26 0.06 0.62 0.36 0.62 0.03 0.82 1.02 0.97 
14 WW3 Hs  HWRF HSSOFS Implicit DD 60 � 4.99 3.15 0.07 0.61 0.36 0.61 0.03 0.82 1.01 0.97 
15 WW3 Hs  HWRF HSSOFS Implicit DD 600 � 5.22 2.93 0.08 0.61 0.36 0.61 0.04 0.79 1.02 0.97   

Table A.2 
Models’ performance at satellite altimeter tracks summarizing linear regression and normal distribution statistical analysis in term of wind speed (m/s) and significant 
wave height (m) All model configurations and results are pre-decisional and for official use only.  

# Model Var. Forcing Grid Scheme Par. Δt [s]  Min Max e  σ jej RMSE RB Skill 

1 OWI U10  – – – – – � 11.29 14.08 0.23 1.77 1.26 1.78 0.03 0.95 
2 WW3 Hs  OWI Regular Explicit CD (10,10,10,10) � 1.65 2.71 0.45 0.55 0.51 0.71 0.26 0.77 
3 WW3 Hs  OWI EC2001 Explicit CD (150,100,50,10) � 2.32 2.44 0.21 0.41 0.33 0.46 0.12 0.90 
4 WW3 Hs  OWI HSSOFS Explicit CD (150,100,50,10) � 2.29 2.10 0.24 0.41 0.35 0.47 0.14 0.88 
5 WW3 Hs  OWI HSSOFS Explicit DD (150,100,50,10) � 2.29 2.10 0.24 0.41 0.35 0.47 0.14 0.88 
6 WW3 Hs  OWI HSSOFS Implicit DD 60 � 2.28 2.11 0.24 0.41 0.35 0.47 0.14 0.88 
7 WW3 Hs  OWI HSSOFS Implicit DD 600 � 2.38 2.15 0.24 0.41 0.35 0.48 0.14 0.88 
8 WW3 Hs  OWI HSSOFS Implicit DD 1200 � 2.38 2.15 0.25 0.42 0.36 0.49 0.14 0.88 
9 HWRF U10  – – – – – � 11.20 11.07 0.05 1.39 0.98 1.39 0.01 0.98 
10 WW3 Hs  HWRF Regular Explicit CD (10,10,10,10) � 2.73 2.16 0.35 0.44 0.41 0.57 0.20 0.83 
11 WW3 Hs  HWRF EC2001 Explicit CD (150,100,50,10) 3.66 2.51 0.18 0.42 0.30 0.46 0.10 0.93 
12 WW3 Hs  HWRF HSSOFS Explicit CD (150,100,50,10) � 3.64 2.06 0.18 0.39 0.30 0.43 0.10 0.93 
13 WW3 Hs  HWRF HSSOFS Explicit DD (150,100,50,10) � 3.64 2.06 0.18 0.40 0.30 0.43 0.10 0.93 
14 WW3 Hs  HWRF HSSOFS Implicit DD 60 � 2.28 2.11 0.24 0.41 0.35 0.47 0.14 0.88 
15 WW3 Hs  HWRF HSSOFS Implicit DD 600 � 3.22 2.08 0.19 0.39 0.31 0.44 0.11 0.92   
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Table A.3 
Wave model performance at buoy observatories in term of significant wave height (m), shown in Fig. 10(a). All model configurations and results are pre-decisional and for 
official use only.  

# Model Variable Forcing Grid Scheme Parallelization Δt [s]  RMSD σ CC 

1 Obs. Hs  – – – – – – 1.69 – 
2 WW3 Hs  OWI Regular Explicit CD (10,10,10,10) 0.60 1.39 0.94 
3 WW3 Hs  OWI EC2001 Explicit CD (150,100,50,10) 0.56 1.52 0.94 
4 WW3 Hs  OWI HSSOFS Explicit CD (150,100,50,10) 0.56 1.52 0.94 
5 WW3 Hs  OWI HSSOFS Explicit DD (150,100,50,10) 0.56 1.52 0.94 
6 WW3 Hs  OWI HSSOFS Implicit DD 60 0.56 1.51 0.94 
7 WW3 Hs  OWI HSSOFS Implicit DD 600 0.57 1.51 0.94 
8 WW3 Hs  OWI HSSOFS Implicit DD 1200 0.62 1.76 0.94 
9 WW3 Hs  HWRF HSSOFS Explicit CD (150,100,50,10) 0.55 1.97 0.96   

Table A.4 
Wave model performance at Satellite Altimeter tracks in term of significant wave height (m), shown in Fig. 10(b). All model configurations and results are pre-decisional 
and for official use only.  

# Model Variable Forcing Grid Scheme Parallelization Δt [s]  RMSD σ CC 

1 Obs. Hs  – – – – – – 1.56 – 
2 WW3 Hs  OWI Regular Explicit CD (10,10,10,10) 0.49 1.62 0.95 
3 WW3 Hs  OWI EC2001 Explicit CD (150,100,50,10) 0.33 1.66 0.98 
4 WW3 Hs  OWI HSSOFS Explicit CD (150,100,50,10) 0.35 1.62 0.98 
5 WW3 Hs  OWI HSSOFS Explicit DD (150,100,50,10) 0.35 1.62 0.98 
6 WW3 Hs  OWI HSSOFS Implicit DD 60 0.35 1.62 0.98 
7 WW3 Hs  OWI HSSOFS Implicit DD 600 0.35 1.62 0.98 
8 WW3 Hs  OWI HSSOFS Implicit DD 1200 0.35 1.63 0.98 
9 WW3 Hs  HWRF HSSOFS Explicit CD (150,100,50,10) 0.32 1.63 0.98  

Appendix B. Metrics for the evaluation of data-model agreement 

The performance of atmospheric and wave models are assessed in terms of mean error (e), absolute error jej relative Bias (RB), Root Mean Square 
Error (RMSE), standard deviation (σ), Pearson correlation coefficient (CC) and skill. 

The mean error (e) and absolute error jej show the systematic deviation from the observations and is given by 

e¼
1
N
XN

i¼1
ðMi � OiÞ (B.1)  

jej ¼
1
N
XN

i¼1
jMi � Oij (B.2)  

where Mi is the modeled data, Oi is the measured data and N is the total number of observations. 
The standard deviation is the square root of the variance. For data set X, consisting of N scalar observations, the standard deviation is defined as 

σ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

1
N � 1

XN

i¼1
ðX � XÞ2

v
u
u
t (B.3)  

where X is the mean of variable X. Relative Bias (RB) shows relative systematic deviation from the observations and is given by 

RB¼

PN

i¼1
ðMi � OiÞ

NO
(B.4) 

The RMSE is given by 

RMSE¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

1
N
XN

i¼1
ðMi � OiÞ

2

v
u
u
t (B.5) 

The Pearson correlation coefficient of two data sets is a measure of their linear dependence and is calculated by 

CC¼
1

N � 1
XN

i¼1

�
Mi � M

σM

��
Oi � O

σO

�

(B.6)  

where M and σM are the mean and standard deviation of model data O and σO are the mean and standard deviation of observations, respectively. It has 
a value between 0 and 1, where 1 is total positive linear correlation, 0 is no linear correlation. 

The model skill is defined as 
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skill¼ 1 �

PN

i¼1
ðMi � OiÞ

2

PN

i¼1
ðjMi � Oj þ jOi � OjÞ2

(B.7)  
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